Team Pass allows you to play on one desired team. Ideal for casual intramural participants that only play on one IM team per semester. Team Pass can be upgraded to Semester Pass or Year Pass.

Semester Pass allows you to play on one single gender and one co-rec team in all sports and activities offered in the semester of the purchase. Ideal for active intramural participants that may be travelling abroad for a semester or have limited time for participation during a semester. Semester Pass grants access to approximately 16 participation opportunities that semester.

Year Pass allows you to play on one single gender and one co-rec team in all sports and activities throughout the academic year. Ideal for active intramural participants that will play during at least two semesters of the academic year. Year Pass grants access to approximately 32 participation opportunities that year.

All students that wish to participate in intramural sports will need to purchase an IM Pass. The Team and Semester Pass can be upgraded to the Year Pass when desired and students will only pay the difference. The Year Pass is available for purchase each Fall semester until Thanksgiving. After Thanksgiving break, only the Semester Pass and Team Pass are available.

Students who have not purchased an IM Pass will get a one-time “freebie pass” on site. The student can sign in and play once for free before purchasing the IM Pass of their choice.

FOLLOW THE ACTION. recsports.wisc.edu uwrecsports